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Abstract

Present study aims to investigate the mediating role of school culture (SC) in the relationship between heads’ instructional leadership (IL) and students’ engagement (SE) at secondary school level. The target population was comprised of all secondary school teachers of district Punjab. Multistage sampling techniques were used to select the sample. The sample was consisted of 1016 secondary school teachers. Questionnaire was used to collect data. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique was used to analyze the mediating effect. Results revealed that total effect of IL on SE is statistically significant ($\beta=0.655$, $t=27.572$, $p=0.000$), while the direct effect of IL on SE becomes statistically insignificant ($\beta=0.109$, $t=1.480$, $p=0.139$). However the indirect effect of IL on SE through the mediation of SC is statistically significant ($\beta=0.546$, $t=8.662$, $p=0.000$). These findings show that school culture is a statistically significant mediator for the relationship between heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement.
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**Introduction**

According to Hallinger (2011) the primary influence on student academic outcomes is the instructional leadership of school heads. Although, he explained that school heads have an impact on students learning outcomes indirectly. It is mediated through other factors of the school. For instance, heads have a direct effect on collaborative decision-making processes, shared vision, teachers’ collegiality and the school's overall academic capability. These aspects of teamwork are part of the school culture (MacNeil et al., 2009).

Similarly, Hallinger’s Leadership for learning model shows that the instructional leadership influence on student learning outcomes indirectly and mediated through other factors of school. It is important for school heads to find out the linking variables that contribute to proficient student learning and are adaptable by school leadership (Ali, 2017).

Bodla and Nawaz (2010) argue that an instructional leader plays a significant role in creating a culture of institute because it "influences the process of group progression and achievement of goals" (p.208). This important role within the school contributes to the growth of the school's community and connects the school's instructional leadership to students’ academic achievement, which was developed by the Hallinger and Heck Model B, in 1998. This updated Model B states that the principal is not directly influence on the student success, but through other factors of the school (as cited by Ali, 2017).

Likewise, a study conducted by Bektas et al. (2015) states that school culture plays an important role in the academic performance of students. This influence depends on the cultural factors of the school, such as mutual support between stakeholders, common beliefs, support for career development, family support and recognition of the needs of all students. These studies show that the dominant culture of the school has an impact on all stakeholders, especially on students. A positive school culture can help students feel more connected to school goals, thereby improving educational outcomes (Demirtas, 2010).

However, school heads need to be focused on instructional leadership that fosters collaborative culture to encourage students’ involvement in schools (Angelle, 2018). From the literature review, it is clear that the principals who serve as 'promoters of change' would influence on students’ learning outcomes through effective school culture. Furthermore, a supportive school culture may have a profound effect on the educational achievement of students. All aspects of the educational process, especially the academic performance of students, are affected by the culture of the organization (as cited by Yasin et al., 2017).
Wang and Fredricks (2014) emphasize the importance of student engagement on student achievement. In recent years, the engagement of students in the field of education has become especially important because they are committed to solving the problems of boredom, low performance and dropping out of school. When students are engaged in learning, they will concentrate on completing assignments, persevere with challenges, develop positive relationships with adults and peers, and engage with schools (Wang & Eccles, 2012).

Earlier, student engagement research focused on their effect on enhancing student success, positive conduct, and developing relationships with students to remain in school (Appleton et al., 2008; Hart et al., 2011). Furthermore, recent research indicates that without the engagement, student success would be decreased (Angelle, 2018). In Pakistan, engaging students at the school level is a challenge for educational leaders (Yasin, 2017). The first and initial educational challenge facing Pakistan is to ensure that children who attend school complete their studies (National Education Policy, 2018). A study by Witziers et al. (2003) indicated the head leadership approach could influence student success through organizational variables, which can in turn contribute to improved academic success and retention of students in school.

A limited research has been carried out on instructional leadership and student engagement at school level in Pakistan. Therefore, research based on empirical data should be carried out in the context of Pakistan. The present study aims to examining the mediating role of school culture in the relationship between heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement at secondary level in Punjab. It will help educational leaders to achieve national education policy objectives and ensure the engagement of students at school level.

**Literature Review**

Instructional Leadership is considered as a necessary and long-lasting leadership model because it affects classrooms, instructors, and learner outcomes (Aziz et al., 2014; Leithwood et al., 2010; Hallinger & Heck, 1996). Instructional leadership is significant for establishing collaborative school culture in order to enhance student performance.

However, Heaven and Bourne (2016) found that the relationship between instructional leadership and student success is statistically weak. Bulris (2009) conducted a meta-analysis on the intermediate impact of principal leadership on student performance. He explored the extent of the influence of school culture on student performance. Results indicate that school culture is the essential mediating variable between heads leadership and student performance.
Similarly, Koçyiğit (2017) gathered data from 51 studies, including a cumulative sample of 66,391 subjects, and analyzed the effect of school culture on student academic achievement. The findings showed that a strong link existed between the culture of school and student success. The findings of this research are consistent with studies in the relevant literature (Brown 2005; Cunningham 2003; Fraley 2007; Gruenert 2005; Swindler 2009), which show that school culture and student success are linked to each other.

Likewise, a study conducted by Bektas et al. (2015) states that school culture plays an important role in the academic performance of students. However, it depends on school leadership to build a culture such as mutual support between stakeholders, common beliefs, support for career development, family support and recognition of the needs of all students (Demirtas, 2010). A study by Melesse and Molla (2018) shows that in any school, one of the key factors for improving students' academic performance is collaboration between teachers and colleagues. This study has shown that school culture contributes significantly to student academic performance at (81) = 11.547, p < 0.05.

Masuku (2011) suggests that the principal establishes a balanced school culture. In fact, in schools, the principal always focuses on the interactive system among school members, and the interactive system develops and cultivates the culture in order to improve instruction and learning. The role of instructional leaders is vital for the development and promotes effective school culture. It is the duty of school leaders to build effective school culture. If this fails, leaders will lose their commitment to the school's community and power that is regarded as basis of headship (Turan & Bektas, 2013). An extensive body of empirical studies clearly ties instructional leadership (IL) to school culture and student performance (Robinson et al., 2008; Leithwood et al., 2010; Hallinger & Heck, 1996).

Theoretical Framework

The present study was utilizing the Mediated-Effect model purposed by Hallinger and Heck 1998. The model indicates that the leadership style of the principal affects another variable, which in turn affects student success. Studies using the model of mediated effects have shown that school leaders have a lasting impact on student success by the mediation of another variable (Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Kythreotis et al., 2010).

The path goal theory of leadership supported this model. By applying the Mediated-Effects model current study was designed to examine the engagement of students (goals) through school heads’ instructional leadership (leadership) using School culture as a path of achieving goals.
Objective of the Study

Present study was based on the following objective:

1. To find the mediating effect of school culture in the relationship between heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement.

Research Hypothesis

Following is the null hypothesis for objective 1:

H01: School culture is not a statistically significant mediator for the relationship between the school heads' instructional leadership and students’ engagement.

Research Methodology

This study is based on a positivist paradigm to understand the phenomenon through a quantitative research design. A survey research approach was used for data collection.

Population

The target population of the present study was comprised of all the teachers of public secondary schools in province of Punjab. According to census of school education department Punjab (2018), there are 133260 (67346 male and 65914 female) secondary schoolteachers are working in Punjab.

Sampling

The sample was chosen through multi-stage sampling techniques. 36 districts in Punjab were divided into three groups to ensure a true representation of the population on the basis of retention rate issued by an NGO AlifAilaan (2017). Retention rate of student is one of the major factors that can predict Student engagement level at school (Angelle, 2018).
On the basis of retention rate, group one is the highest of the three groups of districts, with a retention rate ranging from 62 percent to 52.12 percent. Group two is the average score among the three groups of districts, with a retention rate ranging from 51 percent to 46.39 percent. The retention rate for the third group was the lowest of the three, ranging from 46 percent to 39.94 percent.

At first stage, researcher selected three districts from each group by using lottery method of simple random sampling technique. At the second stage, researcher selected public secondary schools from each selected district. Every selected district's schools were divided into two strata, i.e. boys and girls. Researcher selected 10% of total schools from each stratum by using proportionate sampling technique. At last stage researcher selected all secondary school teachers of each selected school through cluster sampling technique. Hence, the sample size was consisted of 1016 secondary school teachers.

**Instrumentation**

Researcher has used Hallinger's Principal Instructional Management Rating Scale (PIMRS) to test instructional leadership. It was used with the permission of developer. The scale consists of 22 components and 3 areas (Defining mission of school; 5 items, managing instructional programme; 8 items, creating learning climate; 9 items). Researcher used three dimensions of the PIMRS in this study for data collection. 135 observational studies were reviewed by Hallinger (2011) with the PIMRS. PIMRS tends to have a clear record that offers accurate and relevant information on principal instructional leadership (Hallinger, Wang & Chen, 2013).

To assess the school culture, researcher has developed questionnaire based on an extensive review of the literature. In this research School Culture was assessed in term of professional values, collegiality, collaboration, and shared planning.

To assess students' engagement, researcher adapted the Academic Enabler subscale (ACES) developed by DiPerna and Elliott (2000), which was used with the developer's permission. The internal consistency range of ACES was found to be 0.92 to 0.98. The stability coefficient for the new test ranges from 0.68 to 0.97 (DiPerna & Elliott, 1999; DiPerna & Elliott, 2000). In this study, a researcher has used an ACES one dimension, engagement to collect data.

**Discriminant Validity**

The Discriminant validity tests the degree to which a construct is truly distinct from other constructs. As shown in Table (1) below, the scale with all three variables was further analyzed to verify the validity of the discriminant.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Instructional leadership</th>
<th>School culture</th>
<th>Student engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional leadership</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School culture</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>.682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at the table 1, above AVEs> R-Squares, the diagonal values (.716,.708,.682) are AVEs, and the parenthesis values (.691,.699,.655) are R-Squares, proving the validity of the three constructs through Discriminant. As a result, the data collection instrument's suitability was verified.

Pilot Study

The pilot study was performed in the Lahore public secondary schools. Data was obtained from 40 secondary school teachers (20 male & 20 female). There were 10 schools visited for this reason. Cronbach’s alpha is used to verify the reliability of the instrument. The researcher distributed and compiled the questionnaire. There was a 100% response rate.

On the basis of the data collected, scale reliability was found at .93.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Instructional Leadership</th>
<th>School Culture</th>
<th>Student Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defining Mission of school</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manage Instructional Program</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creates Learning Climate</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Culture</td>
<td>Professional Value</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collegiality</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared planning</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Engagement</td>
<td>Behavioral engagement</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affective engagement</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cognitive engagement</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall reliability</td>
<td>Items 54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2, shows the Cronbach’s alpha value of all three variables (instructional leadership, school culture and student engagement) with their sub-factors.
Findings

Objective 1: To assess mediating effect of school culture in the relationship between heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement.

This objective was analyzed through structural equation modeling (SEM) technique to check the mediating effect.

$H_{0,1}$: School culture is not a statistically significant mediator for the relationship between the school heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement.

Table 3
The Result of Bootstrapping Estimate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total effect (IL-&gt;SE)</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>27.572</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect (IL-&gt;SE)</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>1.480</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect effect of IL on SE</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>8.662</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: IL = Instructional Leadership, SE = Student Engagement, SC = School Culture

The total effect of IL on SE is shown in the table 3, is statistically significant ($\beta=0.655$, $t=27.572$, $p=0.000$), while the direct effect of IL on SE becomes statistically insignificant ($\beta=0.109$, $t=1.480$, $p=0.139$). However the indirect effect of IL on SE through SC is statistically significant ($\beta=0.546$, $t=8.662$, $p=0.000$). These results show that there is a fully mediation by SC, between the IL and SE. So the null hypothesis “school culture is not a statistically significant mediator for the relationship between the school heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement is rejected”. It is concluded that school culture is a statistically significant mediator for the relationship between heads’ instructional leadership and students’ engagement.
In figure 2, bootstrapping with p value clearly indicates that instructional leadership has an indirect influence on student engagement becomes statistically significant, by the mediation of school culture.

**Discussion**

The present study was intended to investigate the mediating role of school culture (SC) in the relationship of heads’ instructional leadership (IL) and students’ engagement (SE). Structural equation modeling technique has been applied to test the mediating effect of school culture. The role of school culture in achieving students’ engagement at school is highlighted in this mediation relationship. The findings show that there is a link between IL and SE, but when the SC is included as a mediator, the direct link is insignificant (see Table 3). This suggests that the SC is a significant mediator in the relationship between IL and SE. School culture creates an opportunity to exchange knowledge through a shared vision and professional values in a collaborative and collegial atmosphere.

According to the findings, school heads should build and encourage school culture in order to improve student engagement at school. It has been discovered that instructional leaders is not a solo struggle; as a result, student engagement in school can only be done by a collective school community. With regard to the association between SC and SE, the findings of this research consistent with other studies in the literature (Ebadollah, 2011; Hoy & Ferguson, 1985; Mott, 1972; Miskel et al., 1979). As per results, the SC acts as a bridge between IL and SE (Hallinger & Heck, 1998). Other researches (Hoy et al., 2006; Leithwood et al., 2004; MacNeil et al., 2009) have shown that the school heads has an indirect impact on students' academic success. The relationship between the principal and student performance is mediated by certain situational events.

However, present study also indicates that there is a connection between instructional leadership and the engagement of students is fully influenced by school culture. In achieving students’ engagement, this mediation illustrates the significance of school culture. Via shared vision and professional values, School culture allows students to share their expertise in a collaborative and collegial environment.

**Conclusion**

This research shows that instructional leaders indirectly influence student engagement in school. If the school heads perform instructional leadership, they can develop effective school culture to achieve students’ engagement at their school. School culture with these four dimension; shared planning, collegiality, collaboration and professional values can be ensured student engagement.
Furthermore, school culture engages teachers to share knowledge and workload, obtain and provide feedback, assess their progress, focus on student learning outcomes. These factors can help instructional leaders to determine the school mission, create a learning atmosphere, and manage the instructional program. In short, school Culture: train employees by sharing their knowledge, gaining good reputation in the school and shaping outstanding student performance in extracurricular plans and activities. In developing countries, such as Pakistan, the results of present study can be used to bring positive improvements in our public school system.

**Suggestion**

The following suggestion is made:

1. In order to achieve student engagement, school culture plays its role as a catalyst. However, in some cases, the school culture is toxic that must be removed. Researchers may assess whether the school culture is positive, negative, or somewhere in between, with an emphasis on how to transform a toxic school culture into a positive one.
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